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Sail, Steam, and Diesel
Moving Cargo on the Great Lakes
by Eric Hirsimaki

“The author has clearly devoted years to his research, 
and the end result is a truly remarkable summary of his 
discoveries. Hirsimaki has shared with today’s readers 
the evolution of Great Lakes watercraft, along with the 
personal experiences of sailors on many generations 
of those vessels, both merchant and military crewmen. 
He has also supplemented his work with informative 
appendices and footnotes. Sail, Steam, and Diesel: 
Moving Cargo on the Great Lakes promises to be a very 
popular source of Great Lakes history!”

—C. Patrick Labadie, maritime historian and underwater 
archaeologist, former director of the Saugatuck Marine 
Museum, and former director of the Lake Superior Maritime 
Museum in Duluth

Tragedy and Triumph on the 
Great Lakes
by Richard Gebhart

“This is a detailed and fascinating look into the lives 
of some of the vessels that plied the Great Lakes in 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It gives 
the reader a true idea of the dangers that these ships 
and those who sailed them had to face. It is a series 
of fascinating stories involving pianos, a severed ear, a 
shipwreck behind a barn on a farm with a tree growing 
through it, and John D. Rockefeller Sr. I know the 
reader will enjoy it.”

—James Heinz, acquisitions curator, Wisconsin Marine 
Historical Society

FEBRUARY 2024
978-1-61186-483-0 pb.
6 x 9, pp. 126, references, index, $29.95 (T)

APRIL 2024
978-1-61186-444-1 cloth with dj
8.5 x 11, pp. 696, notes, references, index, $79.95 (T)



Reconciliation in a Michigan Watershed
Restoring Ken-O-Sha
by Gail Gunst Heffner and David P. Warners

Once life-supporting, the waterway now known as Plaster Creek is life-threatening. 
In this provocative book, scholars and environmentalists Gail Gunst Heffner and 
David P. Warners explore the watershed’s ecological, social, spiritual, and economic 
history to determine what caused the damage, and describe more recent efforts to 
repair it.

“A fascinating and moving tale, and a fascinating and powerful book. Reconciliation 
ecology is a discipline we badly need, and its motto could well be ‘Unhealthy water 
reveals unhealthy relationships.’”

—Bill McKibben, author The End of Nature

Wilderness, Water, and Rust
A Journey toward Great Lakes Resilience
by Jane Elder 

Jane Elder provides a uniquely moving insider’s perspective into the quest to protect 
the Great Lakes and surrounding public lands, from past battles to protect Michigan 
wilderness and establish the region’s national lakeshores to present fights against 
toxic pollution and climate change.

“Jane Elder has been at the center of the struggle to protect the Great Lakes for 
four decades. Her memoir is as entertaining as it is thought-provoking. While not 
overlooking setbacks and defeats, Jane, in exquisite prose, provides hope for the 
Great Lakes, the planet, and ourselves.”

—Dave Dempsey, author of Half Wild: People, Dogs, and Environmental Policy and The Heart 
of the Lakes: Freshwater in the Past, Present, and Future of Southeast Michigan, and former 
policy advisor, International Joint Commission

These titles are also 
available as e-books. 
Find our spring 2024 
titles on our website: 
www.msupress.org 
and on Edelweiss.

To request a copy to potentially 
publish a review in a journal, 
magazine, newspaper, or other 
publication, please fill out a 
request using the following link: 
https://msupress.org/books/ 
ordering-information/review 
-copies/ or scan the QR code.

APRIL 2024
978-1-61186-488-5 pb.
6 x 9, pp. 342, notes, 
references, index, $39.95 (T)

MAY 2024
978-1-61186-493-9, pb.
6 x 9, pp. 314, b&w images, 
maps, notes, references, 
index, $29.95 (T)



Cormac McCarthy
An American Apocalypse
by Markus Wierschem
Studies in Violence, Mimesis, and Culture

“Elegantly written, circumspect, and 
capacious in its research of all the 
regions of thought that McCarthy’s 
fiction engages, this book is a marvel 
of perspicuous interpretation. Every 
aspect, stylistic and cognitive, of 
the novelist’s astonishing work is 
deeply and deftly explored here; it will 
remain an indispensable reference, 
indeed a treasure trove, for McCarthy 
enthusiasts.”

—Andrew J. McKenna, professor emeritus, 
Department of Modern Languages and 
Literatures at Loyola University Chicago

MARCH 2024
978-1-61186-482-3 pb.
6 x 9, pp. 516, $65.95 (S)

JUNE 2024
978-1-61186-492-2 pb.
6 x 9, pp. 290, $49.95 (S)

The World of René Girard
Interviews
by Nadine Dormoy
and trans. by William A. Johnsen
Studies in Violence, Mimesis, and Culture

“The World of René Girard opens up 
new perspectives for mimetic studies 
to come. This is a must-read for 
anyone interested in why imitation is 
in the maelstrom of contagious pa-
thologies haunting our past, present, 
and future.”

—Nidesh Lawtoo, professor of modern/
contemporary European literature and 
culture at Leiden University, Netherlands, 
and author of Homo Mimeticus: A New 
Theory of Imitation

FEBRUARY 2024
978-1-61186-486-1 pb.
6 x 9, pp. 188, $34.95 (S)

A Prophet of the People
Isaiah Shembe and the Making of a South African Church
by Lauren V. Jarvis
African History and Culture

“A Prophet of the People is a biography, a church history, and much, much more. The man who became 
Isaiah Shembe traversed a rapidly transforming South Africa; through faith, he created a new way to bind 
people together in the face of social dissolution and dramatic economic change. Jarvis treats Shembe’s life 
like scripture. Supported with faultless research and elegant prose, her brilliant exegesis of a person and a 
community offer profound insights into what it meant to live, work, pray, survive, and thrive in South Africa 
from the late nineteenth through the mid-twentieth century. A must read.”

—Daniel Magaziner, director of undergraduate studies, Department of History, Yale University, and a book review editor 
for Journal of African History

MARCH 2024
978-1-61186-484-7 pb.
6 x 9, pp. 324, $54.95 (S)

Papers of the Fifty-Third 
Algonquian Conference
Actes du cinquante-troisième 
Congrès des Algonquinistes 
edited by Inge Genee, Monica 
Macaulay, and Margaret Noodin

This collection of peer-reviewed 
papers presented at the annual 
Algonquian Conference is essential 
reading for those interested in learn-
ing about the Algonquian peoples.

MAY 2024
978-1-61186-489-2 pb.
6 x 9, pp. 348, $44.95

Pandemic Crossings
Digital Technology, Everyday 
Experience, and Governance in the 
COVID-19 Crisis
edited by Guobin Yang, Bingchun 
Meng, and Elaine J. Yuan
US–China Relations in the Age of Globalization

Pandemic Crossings presents rich 
studies of how citizens and states in 
diverse regions of the world respond-
ed to the COVID-19 crisis and how 
these responses shaped individual 
lives, global politics, and U.S.–China 
relations. It opens up new avenues 
of research not only on the COVID-19 
pandemic but also on global health 
crises more broadly.
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Cauterized
poems by Laura Apol

“The spirits that hover over and 
through these poems become 
entirely incarnate at the poet’s 
beckoning. The shades come 
freighted with questions. There 
are good ghosts, umbrae of their 
former or imagined lives with 
which the poet seems eager to 
reconnect. Accordingly, the work 
traffics in the essential rather 
than accessory dynamics of love 
and grief, faith and its failings—a 
brave endeavor, to bring such 
things to light.” 

—Thomas Lynch, author of Bone Rosary

JANUARY 2024
978-1-61186-485-4 pb.
6 x 9, 98pp, $16.95 (T)

JANUARY 2024
978-1-61186-487-8 pb.
6 x 9, 100pp, $15.95 (T)

JUNE 2024
978-1-61186-491-5 pb.
7 x 10, pp. 94, $24.95 (T)

Pittsburghese
poems by Robert Gibb

Wheelbarrow Books

“Pittsburghese is the language 
spoken in the pages of this poet’s 
singular concoction, a mix of keen 
musicality and uncommon sagaci-
ty that wound itself purposely and 
sinuously through my imagination 
like the twisty hills and bridges 
of its hometown. In the tradition 
of learning the sacred, secret 
loves of a burnished and bellowed 
metropolis, this poet’s voice mas-
terfully testifies to neighborhoods 
and lives doused in enough heat 
to melt but then forged in enough 
wry and heart-busted love to craft 
the wiry steel of these poems.” 

—Tyehimba Jess, author of Olio, 
winner of the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry

Even the Least of These
poems by Anita Skeen
prints by Laura B. DeLind

“Even the Least of These shows 
that even little overlooked things 
are chockablock with vibrancy, 
and life. Poem titles ‘On the Move,’ 
‘Walking Song,’ and ‘Turn, Turn, 
Turn’ evoke gesture and vitality, 
while DeLind’s illustrations echo 
and volley off Skeen’s words 
with high-contrast shapes, with 
curlicued lines swirling clockwise 
and counterclockwise, where 
clotheslines dance and letters 
tumble off ladders. The interplay 
between these two creators takes 
us on an ever-expansive journey 
looking at the ordinary.” 

—Mary McDonnell, visual artist Cover image by Laura B. DeLind, from Even the Least of These
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